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This month’s Economic Review has an international focus. With no
country unaffected by the Covid-19 pandemic the review considers
how developed economies are faring, what the prospects for the
labour market are, and how much the crisis has cost.

GLOBAL RECOVERY UNDERWAY
The global nature of the Covid-19 pandemic has had widespread economic consequences. In 2020, the
world economy shrank by 3.2 per cent according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) with virtually
no country escaping recession. Advanced economies recorded a larger contraction in GDP last year –
4.6 per cent – reflecting the structure of economies and the prevalence of restrictions which reduced
mobility. Year-on-year falls in advanced economies in 2020 ranged from 3.5 per cent in the US to 10.8
per cent in Spain, with the UK at the top end of that range (GDP contracted by 9.8 per cent last year).
Chart 1 illustrates developments in key developed economies in the first half of this year.
Across European economies, growth remained elusive in the first quarter with the emergence
of new variants of the virus and the reintroduction of restrictions on business and social
distancing. As case numbers started to decline, largely due to the roll out of the vaccine
(more on that later), economies have begun to reopen and GDP has started to recover.
The UK economy bounced back in Q2, expanding 4.8 per cent, largely supported by the gradual
reopening of the service sector. The US has seen a stronger start to 2021, in large part driven
by significant fiscal stimulus, which included additional unemployment benefits and stimulus
payments that extend into the second half of this year, in addition to the restarting of activity.
Government support has also been important in helping to shore up European economies –
support for employees and businesses in various forms have underpinned growth, turning
a corner as restrictions have been lifted and spending recovers. In addition, industrial
indicators in Europe have been robust since the start of the year, with manufacturing activity
recording solid rates of expansion, even as companies deal with supply chain challenges.
Chart 1: Quarter-on-quarter change in GDP

BUSINESS CONFIDENCE REBOUNDS
Key to sustaining recovery is improving business and consumer confidence
– confidence that the virus is contained, consumers are optimistic about
their financial outlook and businesses will invest. The business outlook
has undoubtedly improved since the peak of the pandemic in the middle
of last year (Chart 2).

Chart 2: Business Confidence Indicator, long-term average=100

The OECD indicator is a survey-based composite measure of developments
in production, orders and stocks of finished goods in the industry sector.
A reading over 100 indicates improving confidence amongst businesses in
the near-term outlook. As the chart shows, business confidence across
selected developed economies has wavered in response to the evolution
of the virus, but there has been a relatively steady and synchronised
uptick in confidence since the start of this year. The end of restrictions,
the vaccine roll-out and expected improvements in international trade
will be underpinning the improved level of confidence.
The OECD paints a similar picture on the consumer side. In the past two
months all countries, with the exception of the US, have seen consumer
confidence edge above the crucial 100 mark, indicating improving
sentiment about their financial situation, the state of the economy
and households’ employment prospects. If momentum behind this
improvement continues into the second half of the year, consumers
should support the recovery through the latter part of the year.

DEVELOPED ECONOMIES GET JABBED
We’re heard it many times from politicians – the Covid-19 vaccine has
been the gamechanger in this pandemic. The UK was quick out of the
starting blocks, but progress in ‘getting jabs in arms’ has picked up pace
across developed economies as shown in Chart 3.
After initial concerns about vaccine hesitancy and supply challenges,
large swathes of the eligible population across advanced economies have
taken up a vaccine. And governments are keen to continue to deploy this
method of containment by moving down age groups and consideration
of booster jabs. These actions should help trading conditions normalise,
alongside other, more targeted precautions.
While advanced economies have moved quickly to secure supply, emerging
and lower-income countries are lagging. The IMF expects broad access to
vaccine supply by the end of 2022, but as has been noted from the outset
of the pandemic, it’s not over here until it’s being effectively managed
everywhere. In addition, the divergent pace of roll-out will inevitably lead
to a divergent pace of the recovery across the global economy.

Chart 3: Vaccination rates, percentage of eligible population

LABOUR MARKET RECOVERY UNDERWAY
As economies went into lockdown, one of the main policy considerations
was short-term protection of employee incomes and avoiding soaring
unemployment which could have longer-term scarring effects on the
economy. Job retention schemes (such as the UK’s Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme) were widely deployed across OECD countries to
minimise the labour market impact of the pandemic. The OECD estimates
that across developed economies some 20 per cent of the workforce
was supported by retention schemes during the pandemic peak last year.

Chart 4: Unemployment rates

Chart 4 illustrates labour market developments across selected
economies through the crisis. All economies saw employment rise, but in
some countries support policies limited the extent of the rise. The largest
unemployment increase, in the peak of the crisis, was in the US where
temporary lay-offs boosted jobless numbers. Across all economies, hours
worked declined sharply as business were shuttered, and in most cases,
including the UK, remain below pre-pandemic levels. Further analysis
by the OECD highlights some consistent trends across development
economies, namely that lower-income workers were hardest hit in the
labour market – a factor of the sector most impacted by restrictions.
With economic conditions returning to something closer to normal,
employees are coming off furlough schemes and there is evidence of
rising recruitment activity. However, in most cases unemployment rates
are still above pre-Covid-19 levels. There are a host of uncertainties about
future labour market prospects. It is expected that the winding down of
support will lead to some job destruction. Additionally, the pandemic
has led to a shift in automation and remote working which could further
reshape labour markets.

THE COST OF COVID-19
We have already noted the significant policy interventions in support
of the labour market through this crisis. Public finances have been
challenged on multiple fronts from the need to provide support to
households and businesses, the drop in tax revenues and the need to
increase spending on health and vaccine production and roll-out. As a
consequence, advanced economies’ debt to GDP ratios have increased
some 15 to 20 percentage points between 2019 and 2020 (Chart 5).
Nor is the cost of the crisis behind us. Most advanced economy stimulus
measures are set to continue into the latter part of this year and further
spending in areas such as health and labour market policies is likely to
be needed in the coming years. While government bond yields are low,
meaning the rise in debt levels is not yet the pressing policy concern,
public finances face risks from further flare-ups in the virus in the shortterm and the need to address big policy challenges such as climate
change in the long-term.

Chart 5: Net Government Debt as a percentage of GDP

ROUND UP
The global economy is emerging from the shadow of Covid-19 and in developed economies, signs of recovery in activity and confidence are
emerging. After contracting by over three per cent last year, the IMF expects the global economy to return to growth this year with GDP
expanding by six per cent this year and around five per cent in 2022. Similar to the drivers of growth in the UK, continued support from fiscal
policy, accumulated household savings supporting spending and accommodative monetary policy will contribute to the recovery this year and
into next.
It is by no means guaranteed to be plain sailing from here. The vaccine roll-out has played a crucial role in reopening economies and restarting
growth. It will need to be a shared priority to close the gap in vaccination rates in emerging and low-income countries. As has been seen through
this pandemic, the emergence of new variants can quickly throw an emerging recovery into reverse. This continues to present a key risk to the
outlook.
Additionally, the acceleration in inflation (discussed in last month’s review) is not confined to the UK. Pandemic-related disruptions and higher
commodity prices have pushed up inflation across developed economies. While this should prove temporary, more persistent inflation would lead
to a reassessment of monetary policy.

